
Exhibit B 
DONOR ACKNOWLEDGMENT LETTER 

Thank you for generously considering the provision of a financial contribution in support of the 
public television documentary Red Dot on the Ocean: The Matthew Rutherford Story (the “Program”).  
This document is intended to set forth the terms and conditions applicable to your donation of 
$_____________ for the Program (“Donation”), as follows:	  

1. The Donation shall be made directly to Community Television Foundation of South Florida,
Inc., a Florida not-for-profit corporation and a 501(c) (3) organization presently in good
standing, located at 14901 NE 20th Avenue, Miami, Florida 33181 (“CTF”).  The Donation is
subject to acceptance by CTF and shall be appropriately acknowledged in writing by CTF, with
confirmation that no gifts or other consideration was received by you in connection with the
Donation.

2. The Donation becomes the property of CTF and shall be earmarked solely for the benefit of the
Program.  Without limitation of the foregoing, CTF shall have the discretion over how and
when the Donation is spent and used in furtherance of the Program.  Since Production of the
Program has commenced, the Donation is non-refundable.

3. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, CTF shall hold all Donations, subject to the
provisions of the applicable Florida laws and the Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of CTF.

4. CTF cannot be held responsible for the success or failure of the Program and CTF makes no
representation, promise or commitment that the Program will be completed or broadcast within
any specific time period or at all. Under no circumstances shall CTF or any officers, agents,
advisors, directors, employees or consultants be responsible to any person, firm or entity in
respect of the Donation for any claims or damages whatsoever arising in connection with the
Donation or the Program.

Kindly evidence your acknowledgement and acceptance of the above terms and conditions applicable 
to your Donation by signing in the space provided below. 

By: ______________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

Print Name: _______________________ 




